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Message from Mary Baumgartner, FC 

Welcome to Spring!  

he yard is a-buzz preparing 
for Floats-In-Day at the 

marina and members are busily  
readying their vessels for launch in 
anticipation of the upcoming 
boating season. 

February and March have been 
busy months at the flotilla and we have sworn in 
many new members. As we welcome them aboard 
it’s an excellent time to seek them out and become a 
mentor.  While attending a general meeting look 
around, locate a new member, and welcome them to 
the flotilla. There will be many opportunities for 
them to become involved so engage them and discuss 
their interests. You may be surprised how closely 
these parallel your own. Also remember that we have 
staff officers ready, willing and able to assist and 
direct them to the information and education they 
need to succeed in their chosen activity.   

As summer approaches, along with the 70th 
Anniversary of the U.S.C.G. Auxiliary, there is the 
promise of parades, festivals, tall ship visits, 
competitions, beach clean-ups, socializing and many 
Auxiliary Fellowship events to participate in. Don’t 
forget that May brings us National Safe Boating 
Week! Get out there and educate the public about 
boating safety. It’s what the Auxiliary is all about.  

Have a safe and enjoyable season on the water! 

 

 

  

DIRAUX, COMO AND DIV COMMANDER 
ATTEND MARCH FLOTILLA MEETING 

ommander Peter Nourse, Director of the 
Auxiliary, assisted Mary Baumgartner, FC, in 

presenting the following awards at the March 26th 
meeting. 

MERITORIOUS TEAM COMMENDATION 
Jennifer Fletcher 

Chet Smigel 

MEMBERSHIP SERVICE AWARDS 
John R. George   30 YRS 

Donald F. Tucker   25 YRS 
Antonio F. Macedo 15 YRS 
Maria A. Macedo   15 YRS 
Robert A. Hurley    10 YRS 

SUSTAINED SERVICE AWARDS 
Ken Mingola – 6th award 

Robert M. Joseph – 5th award 
Paul Sadeck – 3rd award 

Mary Baumgartner – 2nd award 

CERTIFICATES OF TRAINING AWARDS 
AUXCOM  

Joseph Correia     Robert Gauvin  
Victor D. Fillipi        Jeffrey Santos 

Bob Millette – Intro to MS & Environ. Protection 
Mike McCormack – Intro to Public Affairs 

Edward Herman – VE Course 

ICS-210 EXAM NOTICES 
Ken Mingola    Bob Joseph 
Leo Lake       Paul Sadeck 

Bob Millette    Chet Smigel 
Marty Conceicao 

IS-250 (ICS EXTERNAL AFFAIRS) 
Mike McCormack 

AIR PILOT- PART B EXAM 
Ken Mingola 
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FIRE EXTINGUISHER SAFETY RECALL. 
IMPORTANT VE AND PV NOTE! 

alter Kidde Portable Equipment Inc., of 
Mebane, North Carolina has issued a recall of 

nearly 167,000 fire extinguishers. Kidde states that 
pressurized cylinders in the recall could lose pressure 
and fail to operate in the event they are needed, 
putting consumer and property at risk.   

Although no incidents or injuries have been reported, 
consumers should immediately inspect the pressure 
gauge. If part of the recall and points to the red zone, 
contact Kidde to receive a free replacement 
extinguisher. If the gauge is not in the red zone, but 
there are questions about an extinguisher within the 
listed model numbers, contact Kidde for additional 
information.  

This recall involves the Kidde XL Fire Extinguishers 
with model numbers FX340SC, FX340H, 
FX340GW, XL5MR, FX210R, FX340SC-2, 
FX210W, XL2.5TCZ-4, E-340-3 and with 
manufacture dates between October 2007 and April 
2008. ―Kidde‖ and the model number can be found 
on the label on the front of the extinguisher. The 
manufacture year is on the bottom of the 
extinguisher. Contact Kidde at http://www.kidde.com 

For additional information about the recall access 
http://www.cpsc.gov/cpscpub/prerel/prhtml09/09151.
html  

 

NATIONAL SAFE BOATING WEEK  
May 16 to 22, 2009 

his year during National 
Safe Boating Week, and 

throughout the boating season 
remember to practice safe and 
responsible boating, always wear 
your life jacket, and be alert and 
aware while on the water.  By practicing these simple 
steps you can save your life as well as the lives of the 
people boating with you.  Life jackets are now more 
comfortable and lightweight than ever with many 
models available to fit the style you want.  Safe 
boating saves lives so for this year’s National Safe 
Boating Week and throughout the boating season 
remember to Boat Smart. Boat Safe. WEAR IT! 

http://www.safeboatingcampaign.com 

ICS CORNER 

A TYPE-5 INCIDENT MEANS WHAT? 

he Incident Command System (ICS) is the 
combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, 

procedures, and communications operating within a 
common organizational structure, designed to aid in 
domestic incident management activities. It is used 
for a broad spectrum of emergencies, from small to 
complex incidents, both natural and manmade, 
including acts of catastrophic terrorism. ICS is used 
by all levels of government—Federal, State, local, 
and tribal, as well as by many private-sector and 
nongovernmental organizations. 

ORGANIZATION 

ICS is usually organized around five major functional 
areas: command, operations, planning, logistics, and 
finance and administration. A sixth functional area, 
Intelligence, may be established if deemed necessary 
by the Incident Commander, depending on the 
requirements of the situation at hand. Additional 
information about the Incident Command System 
structures may be found at: 
http://www.NIMSOnline.com  

Incidents may be typed in order to make decisions 
about resource requirements. A Type-5 incident may 
be based on the following criteria.  

Type 5  
 The incident can be handled with one or two 

single resources with up to six personnel. 
 Command and General Staff positions (other 

than the Incident Commander) are not activated. 
 No written Incident Action Plan (IAP) is 

required. 
 The incident is contained within the first 

operational period and often within an hour to a 
few hours after resources arrive on scene. 

 Examples include a small vessel fire, an injured 
person, or a small vessel in danger of sinking. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Massachusetts - the first Revenue Service Cutter 
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CELEBRATING WHO WE ARE AND WHAT 
WE DO. Laurel Carlson, FSO-IS 

t the end of every year we look back to take stock 
in our accomplishments. 2008 was another great 

year for our flotilla. Members were engaged and 
involved in every aspect of the Auxiliary mission. 
While even the smallest contribution of time helps in 
the overall mission, some members went above and 
beyond in giving their time to Team Coast Guard.  

Vessel Safety Checks: The major push on 
Operation Paddlesmart in 2008 and the focus on at-
risk vessels resulted in a record number of vessel 
safety checks. The top five vessel examiners (VE’s) in 
the flotilla were Carole Falcone, Bob Joseph, Joe 
Medeiros, Dan DaCosta and Ron Lima, conducting 
182 of the 312 total safety exams (58 percent). In all, 
27 VE’s conducted vessel safety and facility checks - 
the largest number of vessel examiners in the flotilla 
in five years. 

Public Education is always an important mission of 
for the flotilla. With three multi-session classes, 
including BS&S and eight single-session classes 
(including youth courses at the Fairhaven schools) 22 
instructors got the word out regarding boating safety. 
A total of 218 hours were spent instructing classes 
with 63 percent of the instructor hours logged by Ray 
Caton, Laurel Carlson, Bob Millette, Ralph Joseph 
and Joe Correia. 

Marine Safety Patrols: Support of the Marine 
Safety Detachment, New Bedford has been a key 
mission at Flotilla 65 since 2001. Seven members of 
our dedicated MS team amassed 738 hours in 
assistance to that CG mission. Renate Mello, Bob 
Millette, Mary Baumgartner, Bob Kocor, Lorraine 
Sadeck, Larry Medeiros and Ed Piecewicz should all 
be congratulated for their contribution to Team 
Coast Guard. 

Marine Patrols are the backbone of our summer 
season. Last year saw a record number of members 
participating in those missions, with 34 members 
taking to the boats. Nine members logged more than 
40 hours each performing marine patrols. Paul 
Sadeck and Leo Lake had over 50 hours each with 
Bob Joseph and Bob Livolsi logging more than 100 
hours. 

 

CELEBRATING (continued) 

YOUR HOURS  
Every hour and every activity is important to the 
Auxiliary. Altogether 65’s members totaled 9,438 
hours in 2008. (Can we reach 10,000 hours in 2009?) 
This includes the time the Flotilla Commander, Vice 
Flotilla Commander and staff officers put in to keep 
the unit functioning smoothly, as well as the time 
members spent attending meetings and taking 
classes. Celebrate your accomplishments and that of 
your flotilla. Congratulations and thank you. 

 

LORAN-C IS OUT & e-LORAN IS COMING. 

onsistent with the U.S. Administration’s pledge 
to eliminate unnecessary federal programs and 

systems, the Loran-C signal will be terminated early 
in Fiscal Year 2010.  

As a result of technological advancements over the 
last twenty years, Loran-C has become an antiquated 
system that is no longer required by the armed forces, 
the transportation sector or the nation’s security 
interests; it is being used by only a small percentage 
of the population.  

The new eLORAN meets the accuracy, availability, 
integrity, and continuity performance requirements 
for aviation non-precision instrument approaches, 
maritime harbor entrance and approach maneuvers, 
land-mobile vehicle navigation, and location-based 
services and is a precise source of time and frequency 
for applications such as telecommunications.  

e-LORAN is a low-frequency, terrestrial navigation 
system operating at 100 kHz and synchronized to 
Coordinated Universal Time. Initial e-LORAN trials 
conducted at Harwich, England in April 2006 
demonstrated horizontal positioning accuracies 
better than 9 meters (29.5 feet) with 95 percent 
confidence using modern, miniaturized e-LORAN 
receivers. This puts e-LORAN on the same basis as 
single frequency GPS or Galileo: each requires 
differential corrections to guarantee meeting the 
International Maritime Organization’s future 
accuracy requirements for port approach and 
restricted waters.
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AIR FORCE VETERANS INVITED TO EVENT 

he New England Air Force Radar Veterans are 
planning a breakfast Saturday, June 20TH in the 

big meeting room and would like to extend an 
invitation to attend to any Auxiliary members who 
are Air Force Vets (radar or otherwise)  

The breakfast is planned as a sort of "do it yourself " 
affair with each person or guest attending bringing 
five to ten dollars of breakfast fixings. Whoever is a 
good cook will be designated head chef. We are 
planning flexible hours for the gathering to be from 
8:00 A.M. till Noon. 

Contact 65 member Fred Boutin at 508-947-8157or 
fboutin@mindspring.com. Bill Elliot in Vermont, 
mildbill81@comcast.net, is keeping track of who is 
coming and roughly what they are bringing. Contact 
either one. If you want to find out more about the 
on-line group, check out 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/USAFRadarSiutesVe
terans/.  

It's free to join and you get daily chit chat and 
memories without political distractions. 

 

EDUCATION, PLANNING, PREPARATION, 
AND LIFE JACKETS SAVE LIVES. 

he media was saturated for days with the 
gripping story of four friends who went fishing 

off Clearwater, Florida.  These men, athletes all, set 
off confident in their knowledge and skill, but were 
overpowered by nature. The tragic result of an 
enjoyable outing reminds us all to take proper care 
when setting out upon the waters.   

Education, planning, preparation and filing a 
Float Plan  

According to the Center for Disease Control, the 
number of people who die in recreational boating 
accidents each year is about the same as those who 
perish in general aviation accidents.  There is a high 
perception of the potential dangers inherent in 
aviation, while boating is thought to be relatively 
safe. In most places a person with no boating 
experience can rent a boat and take to the high seas 
– no questions asked. The same is not true for 
operating an airplane or even an automobile. 

 

PLANNING SAVES LIVES (CONTINUED) 

Most boating accidents are preventable.   It starts by 
everyone on a boat wearing a properly fitting U.S. 
Coast Guard approved life jacket.  File a Float Plan 
and wear a life jacket. They will keep you afloat and 
help delay the effects of hypothermia.   

REMEMBER: LIFE JACKETS SAVE LIVES! 

 

BOSTON LIGHTHOUSE PROGRAM  

his program was introduced in the spring of 
2000. During its first season, 56 Auxiliarists 

were trained as Historical Interpreters (tour guides) 
and 27 qualified as Lighthouse Assistant Keepers). 
This was a phenomenal accomplishment considering 
recruiting and training occurred over an eight-month 
period of time. Maintenance duty was introduced to 
the Augmentation Program in 2006 creating another 
venue of service. The three programs continue to be 
very successful with approx 100 Auxiliarists actively 
participating in 2007: 48 qualified Assistant Keepers, 
85 Interpreters, and 8 Maintenance workers. 

Auxiliarist interested in participating may work as 
Historical Interpreters, Lighthouse Assistants or 
perform maintenance duty. Check out web link 
http://a013.uscgaux.info/Boston_light/boston_light.html  
for more information. 
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Kevin Coyle presents an overview  
of the Commercial Fishing Vessel 

Examiners Program at the  
April meeting. 

mailto:fboutin@mindspring.com
mailto:mildbill81@comcast.net
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/USAFRadarSiutesVeterans/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/USAFRadarSiutesVeterans/
http://a013.uscgaux.info/Boston_light/boston_light.html


 

 

2009 FLOTILLA 65 STAFF 

 FC Mary Baumgartner 
 VFC Jeffrey VanSkyhawk 
 IPFC Robert M. Joseph 
 FSO-NS Kenneth Mingola 
 FSO-CM Antonio Macedo 
 FSO-CS Mary Baumgartner 
 FSO-FN Paul G. Sadeck 
 FSO-IS Laurel Carlson 
 FSO-MA Joseph T. Correia, Jr. 
 FSO-MS Robert Millette 
 FSO-MT Keith Stalter 
 FSO-OP Robert M. Joseph 
 FSO-PA Matthew Kut 
 FSO-PB Michael K. McCormack 
 FSO-PE Raymond Caton 
 FSO-PS William W. Farnham 
 FSO-PV Lee J. Baumgartner 
 FSO-SR Claire Millette 
 FSO-VE Lorraine Sadeck 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

CALENDAR 

APRIL 2009 

DATE DAY EVENT LOCATION TIME 

1 Wed 
Division 
Meeting 

Middleboro 1930 

8 Wed 
Staff 

Meeting 
Fairhaven 1930 

15 Wed 
2009 VE 

Workshop 
Fairhaven 1900 

17-19 
Fri-
Sun 

D1NR Awards 
Conference 

Wakefield   

22 Wed 
Monthly  
Meeting 

Fairhaven 1930 

23 Thu 
Radar 

Operations 
Fairhaven 1900 

25 Sat 
Boating Safety 

Day 
West Marine 

Fairhaven 
1000-
1400 

30 Thu 
Navigation 

Rules 
Fairhaven 1900 

MAY 2009 

6 Wed 
Division  
Meeting 

Middleboro 1930 

7 Thu Navigation Rules Fairhaven  1900 

13 Wed 
Staff 

Meeting 
Fairhaven  1930 

14 & 21 Thu GPS Operations Fairhaven 1900 

16 Sat 8 Hour TCT Fairhaven 0900 

16-22 
Sat-
Fri 

Safe Boating 
Week   

19 Tues 
TCT 1 Hour 

Refresher 
Fairhaven 1900 

27 Wed 
Monthly 
Meeting 

Fairhaven.  1930 

 
DIRAUX presents Mary Baumgartner a  

Sustained Service Award (2nd award) 

New members sworn in at the March meeting 

http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/fc.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/fc.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/aton.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/cm.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/cs.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/fn.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/is.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/ma.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/ms.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/mt.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/op.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/pa.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/pb.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/pe.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/ps.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/pv.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/sr.asp
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg3/cg3pcx/training/org/duties/ve.asp
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CAPTAIN KEITH WILLIS 
By: Mike McCormack 

here are some things you find out in an innocent 
way that can bring on profound personal 

feelings. Hearing about the untimely passing of CDR 
Keith Willis, USCG, Captain of the USCG Cutter 
TAHOMA, a few weeks ago was like that for me. I 
felt, being a member of the Auxiliary, that I had lost 
a relative or uncle. It wasn’t someone I had even met 
along the way, but someone that even without the 
familiarity of first-person relationships was one 
deserving of respect and admiration. 

THINGS DID BECOME PERSONAL. 
The Division 6 Color Guard was requested to 
participate in a memorial service to be held for the 
Commander in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The 
feelings rumbled around inside my head as I 
thought about what an experience it would be to 
honor the skipper of the Tahoma. I reminisced of 
my six years in the Navy and some of the captains 
with whom I had been involved. Whether they 
were short or tall, fat or skinny there was no doubt in 
my mind that I would have gone down fighting as 
was my duty.  

Being the captain of a military vessel must certainly 
be the culmination of any maritime military service. 
An enormous responsibility? An honor? Certainly 
those, and more. Then I remembered a comment by 
the Captain of the Eagle while I served as Chief of 
Staff to the mayor of a city of 95,000 residents. He 
said he ―wouldn’t want my job for anything.‖ Yet I 
loved what I did as he loved his own job. I guess it’s 
the point from which your perspective originates. 

THURSDAY, MARCH 5, 2009 
On a cold, breezy morning the Division 6 Color 
Guard gathered at the Bethel Church in Portsmouth. 
We were all a bit edgy because of the weight of the 
event. Tense because of the changing situation. One 
minute we were the Color Guard and the next we 
were serving as ushers. And back and forth. After 
Bob Millette presented our alternative plan to the 
National Honor Guard from Alexandria, Virginia, 
and explaining that he had the only Tahoma flag 
anywhere, a plan was approved for the Division 6 
Color Guard to participate directly. 

BRINGING IT TOGETHER… 
Calmly Bob, Frank MacKinnon, Joe Correia, Mary 
Baumgartner, Jeff Vanskyhawk and I ran through 
the patterns and timings. The parades we had done, 
presentation of Colors at events and our rehearsals in 
borrowed parking lots paid off and we quickly put 
together our portion of the event.  

LTJG Turner of the Tahoma began the service with 
the National Color Guard springing into action, 
marching crisply down the right aisle and presenting 
the Colors. After a beautiful rendition of the National 
Anthem by LTJG Smith of the Tahoma and the 

retreat by the National 
Color Guard, we quietly 
moved into position. The 
250 plus Coast Guard 
and civilian participants 
in the church were 
totally unaware of what 
was about to happen.  

 

HONORING THE CAPTAIN… 
With Joe carrying the Tahoma flag, centered inside 
an honor guard of Jeff, Mary, Frank and myself and 
with Bob trailing behind as Guard Commander, we 
slowly marched down the left aisle and across the 
front of the church to stop in front of the crew. The 
flag was posted with a resounding thump and we 
presented a slow, rigid salute, held it for five seconds 
and snapped down to attention. Our retreat to the 
rear of the church was carried out in a building 
where not a sound could be heard. The crew, 
realizing what had just occurred, looked as if they 
were frozen in time. 

THE HONOR IS MINE. FOREVER… 
Whatever happens in the future I know that there is 
nothing that I could do to match the emotion and 
deep feelings of place that I felt that day. Later that 
morning I had a discussion with the Chaplin from 
the Portsmouth Navy Yard about what had 
transpired that day I was gladdened to hear him say 
that he as well as everyone else in attendance was 
very aware of the symbolism which was the basis for 
in our actions.  

Semper Paratus Commander Willis. 
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FOURTEENTH ANNUAL  
AUXILIARY NIGHT AT THE POPS! 

Saturday, 13 June 2009 at 8:00 p.m. 

$51.00 per person 

To purchase tickets, contact: Jennifer Fletcher 
508-997-9821 ext. 119 or 508-979-0772 (cell) 

Information e-mail jldf877@aol.com  

Or mail check, made payable to  
U.S.C.G. Aux 1NR and mail to: 

Jennifer Fletcher 
877 Tucker Road 

North Dartmouth, MA 02747 

Deadline for payment is 15 April 2009 
Tickets will be mailed to you  

the last week of May 

Following the concert we will meet  
backstage with Conductor Keith Lockhart  

for autographs and photos. 

Uniform for the evening is  
Dinner Dress White Jacket,  

Dinner Dress Blue or  
Appropriate Civilian Attire 

 

 
ICS-210 DEADLINE EXTENDED 

he deadline for completion of ICS-210 has been 
extended to 1 April 2010. Per ALAUX 002/07 

this course or the full ICS-300 course is required for 
Auxiliary Single Unit Resource Leaders (SURL's) 
such as coxswains, PWC operators, pilots (Aircraft 
Commander, First Pilot and Co-Pilot), certain 
members in the Trident Program or any other 
team/task force leader determined by a Coast Guard 
unit Commander to have a need. ICS-210 (or ICS-
300 as an equivalent) will be required to qualify for 
these positions.  

 
1st District Awards and Training Conference 

17 - 19 April 2009 

Sheraton Colonial - Boston North Hotel  
& Conference Center, Wakefield, MA 

Check http://a013.uscgaux.info  
for further info 

FREE ONLINE PUBLICATION 

he Mad Mariner, an online daily boating 
magazine and web-based resource for boaters, is 

offering free one-year subscriptions to Auxiliarists.  

You get a new feature story every day, marine news, 
blogs, forums, boat reviews, video podcasts and 
more. Go to http://shopauxiliary.com/, then click on 
Members Only; log in and click on Mad Mariner. 

 
"WEAR IT" 

ecreational boating safety partners are using a 
consistent campaign message to increase 

awareness about the importance of always wearing 
life jackets while on the water.  

The “Wear it” logo has been updated to reflect a 
comfortable and lightweight life jacket. All are 
encouraged to use the new logo which also replaces 
the You’re in Command logo. It may be downloaded 
from: 
http://www.safeboatingcampaign.com/logos.htm 

 

BOATING SAFETY EVENT APPROACHING 

n Saturday, April 25 from 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 
P.M. Flotilla 65 will hold a Boating Safety Day 

in partnership with West Marine at Berdon Plaza, 
Fairhaven (Rt. 6 and Alden Rd.)  

In addition to providing free safety information and 
conducting Vessel Safety Checks for any boats 
brought to the event on trailers, visitors will have the 
opportunity to schedule a visit to their boat 1with the 
Vessel Examiners.  

PFD Panda will be on-hand to pass out coloring 
books and be available for pictures with the kids. 
West Marine will offer free refreshments and 
discounts for safety equipment. 

Any member who wishes to participate should 
contact Mary Baumgartner as soon as possible.  

VSC day at the flotilla is June 6. Remember that 
vessels docked in the marina will only need a valid 
VSC Decal. 

Request a VSC by e-mailing 
GetAFreeVSC@comcast.net .
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Answers  

To the 

February 
2009 

NavRules 

Crossword  

Puzzle. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Safe Harbor is a publication of U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Flotilla 65, New Bedford, Massachusetts. 
Mary Baumgartner, Flotilla Commander      Michael McCormack, FSO-PB & Editor 

Photography by M. McCormack unless otherwise noted 


